
  

Spring Term 1 2022 War & Justice Topic Continued 
 

Year 6 

Teachers: Mrs Ward plus 

management time covered by Ms 

Crolla 

TA: Mrs Prestwich & Mrs Holmes 
  

On behalf of all the Year 6 staff, I 

would like to thank all the children and 

their parents for the beautiful cards, 

well wishes and thoughtful 

presents/vouchers which we received 

for Christmas - we are always 

overwhelmed by the kindness and 

generosity shown and wish you a very 

happy and peaceful new year! 

 

 

 

Important Days 
Tuesday and Friday 

PE lessons – full kits needed with trainers. 

Until further notice, children should wear 

their full PE kits on these days. 

 

Friday 

Homework due and reading diaries should 

be signed by parents.  

 

Children should bring their reading diaries, 

reading jotters and school books into 

school every day. 

 

ALL children must have a grey school 

jumper/cardigan in school on non PE days. 

Please label all uniform. 

            RE – Jesus the Son of God 
Before we start our new RE topic called ‘Jesus, Bread of Life’, we will finish some work around individual inspirational 

Christians who dedicated their lives to working for justice. We will then study other faiths looking particularly at 

Judaism, the first Passover and understanding of the links between it and the Last Supper Jesus had with his disciples. 

They will reflect on the importance of the body and blood of Christ for Catholics.  

 

English 
We will continue to use our history stimulus of the war as the children are very much engrossed in this topic. The children will write in role 

as Walter Tull and someone from the Women’s Land Army, learning to adjust the vocabulary and formality to suit the audience and era. 

They will polish up on the use of commas for adverbial openers and start to use punctuation for parenthesis. They will learn to use semi-

colons and colons too as well as how and why to use passive voice. As well as narrative writing, Y6 will write non-chronological reports. 

 

Punctuation and spelling remain a key priority this half term. Whenever the opportunities arise, we will write in role linked 

to RE and Topic work so that the children have a real purpose to write. Weekly spellings are focussed on specific gaps 

identified from a whole class analysis and it’s essential that they also learn statutory KS2 5/6 words which they are 

expected to be able to spell by the end of the year. These are available on the Y6 home page and we work on them in class 

too. 

Mathematics 
Year 6 will cover the following areas in maths: dividing giving answers as remainders, fractions and decimals; fractions of amounts; 

converting % into fractions and decimal numbers; word problems involving % of amounts; equivalent fractions, decimals and percentages; 

simplifying fractions; ordering fractions; adding and subtracting fractions with the same and different denominators and mixed numbers; 

multiplying simple pairs of proper fractions writing the answer in its simplest form; finding percentages.  

 

The children will also do regular arithmetic practise in short bursts to keep their mental skills and their written methods developing nicely. 

Work on times tables is still needed unfortunately to avoid silly errors and improve speed, so please keep 

supporting your child with this at home as these should have been cracked by the end of Y4. It will give your 

child a significant advantage in maths. Maths feels so much easier when you have this cracked so short regular 

practise is the best way forward with this. Any children who are more secure will move onto problem solving and 

reasoning applying these skills. Arithmetic will be practised in short burst regularly to keep these skills bubbling. 

 

              Science 
The focus for science will be observing and recording over the next half term. They will investigate how light travels and 

how light enables us to see. They will made predictions and record how the position of a light source effects the size and 

shape of a shadow. They will investigate the reflection of light and calculate the angle of incidence and reflection. After 

this, children will demonstrate how light can be refracted and observe and record how a prism changes a ray of light.  

They will deepen their understanding of how shadows are formed. 
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             DT 
Year 6 will learn to follow complex instructions, use different materials and tools, join materials, finish products off to 

a good standard and evaluate their work. We hope that the children will be able to enjoy the leather DT workshop which 

was originally planned for last half term but postponed.  

              Computing 
Year 6 computing focus will build on prior learning using iMovie to make a professional short documentary. Children will 

apply their writing skills to write scripts for their lines and transfer this to DVD prompter (which is like an autocue) to 

support a professional deliver of the content. The documentary will be linked to our stimulus of WW1.  

 

             MFL 
This half term, we will consolidate some of the learning from last half term around colour and clothing, and start to learn 

about fabrics and patterns. They will translate full sentences from French to English, and start to write full sentences of 

their own in French. 

                                                              Music 
Children will learn how to use Garage Band on the iPads. We will begin by following step-by-step instructions in order to play the chords to 

accompany simple songs such as ‘Drunken Sailor’ and ‘Count on Me’ by Bruno Mars. We will then develop our music 

technology skills and learn how to play a rock piece of music. Whilst doing this we will learn how to create a new song, 

add instruments, use pre-set patterns, add drums loops/tracks and play the Garage Band guitar.  

 

The class will then be given the opportunity to create their own compositions whilst exploring the other features on 

Garage Band. This topic will also explore the use of Smart drums, Smart strings, Drums, Sampler, Keyboard and 

Microphone (audio recorder). 

              PE 
This half-term the children will complete the dance unit and move onto learning netball skills broken down and building 

up to playing full games. 

                PSHE 
With the message of ‘We are all the same, but we are all different,’ Y6 will learn about the following: tolerance and 

respect, racism, slavery, individual liberty, rule of law and democracy. Y6 will also be reminded about the Pants are Private 

message thinking about what personal and intimate space is and the warning signs of being manipulated. We will finish the 

half term with Children’s Mental Health Week and Bikeability.   

 

               History 
Year 6 will be continuing topic lesson using WW1 as the stimulus. They will use sources of information to test hypothesis 

and address some misconceptions related to the experience of men and women in the past. The children will use grid 

references and OS maps to locate missing prisoners of war. They will learn about topological maps and use these to find 

mystery locations. They will learn about the inspirational Walter Tull and the barriers he overcame during WW1 and his 

football career.  

 

Homework 
In response to Y6 pupil voice, all online homework for the full half term has been set in advance and the children are encouraged to 

complete at a pace that suits them but with the expectation that it will all be completed by the end of half term with the incentive that no 

homework will be given over the half term break. There will also be some occasional research based tasks with shorter turn around 

timescales. Of course, the children must continue to read for a minimum of 15 minutes 5 days a week and record this in their reading 

diaries. Please encourage your child to complete the reading journal homework tasks too which are free choice but really worthwhile and 

linked to our class reading challenge ‘The Book Tucker Trial’.  The homework policy is available on the school website. 

 

Ways to Help Your Child 
At St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School, we consider that strong school-parent links are an essential part of ensuring our pupils achieve their 

potential. We really appreciate the support you give your children at home in order to help them with their learning. 

 

Please ensure that you continue to listen to your child reading their school reading book and write each time you listen in their homework 

diaries; listening to your child will improve their reading ability compared to leaving them to read alone. In addition, your child will have an 

advantage in English if you read a book to them regularly. Model good reading skills and use the AF questions to develop their comprehension. 

These are available on the school website. 

 

The children’s KIRF target this half term is the rapid recall of all tables, their division facts and progressing this to decimals and multiples 

of 10, 100 and 1000. Example: 7 x 8 = 56 so 56/7 = 8 and related number facts like what we call BOGOFS: 7 x 8 = 56 so 0.7 x 8 = 5.6, or 700 

x 80 = 56000. These are key basic skills to keep simmering so please practice at home. 

 
 


